Introduction
Creating high-quality 3D models of detailed and complex objects is crucial to a wide range of uses, such as in virtual reality, telepresence, and interactive walkthroughs. The robust correspondences generated by structured-light based methods, and other active techniques (e.g., lasers), make them appealing. Our work provides a self-calibrating structured-light framework whereby both photometric and geometric data are used to robustly obtain highly-detailed multi-viewpoint models.
Passive correspondence approaches are based on observing naturally occurring features on scene objects and reconstructing the geometry from these observations. Classical stereopsis methods typically assume a diffuse surface reflectance model and seek features to use in a 3D reconstruction [17] or to use in a geometrically-based structure-from-motion formulation [13] . Photometric stereopsis [1] [21] and Helmholtz stereopsis [24] enable the reconstruction of surfaces of a known reflectance model and of surfaces of an arbitrary unknown reflectance model, respectively. Photometrically-based methods then reconstruct the object and are able to capture fine surface details. However, they are known to suffer from global warps due to a fundamental linear ambiguity in the reconstruction [2] . To reduce the warp, methods use geometric data, such as tracked image features [8] [22] or features in reciprocal image pairs [20] .
Active correspondence methods benefit from the increased robustness of actively generating features and thus reliably establishing correspondence. Techniques have been developed using scanning laser-light and structured-light patterns. Laser-scanning requires highly specialized and expensive equipment. Structured-light employs standard digital projectors and cameras. While structured-light recovers the global object shape well, fine details are often averaged away or undersampled because of limited projector resolution. In contrast, cameras typically obtain photometric data at higher resolution and photometrically-based processing can be less sensitive to surfaces straying from a diffuse reflectance assumption.
In this paper, we present a self-calibrating structuredlight method for robustly performing a photogeometric reconstruction that in addition obtains multi-viewpoint data and is self-calibrating ( Figure 1 ). Photogeometric reconstruction, as defined by [9] , refers to using both photometric and geometric measurements to reconstruct a surface. As opposed to pre-calibrated and singleviewpoint photogeometric systems [12] [14] and to photogeometric systems requiring the collocation or physical swapping of cameras and light sources [24] , our approach uses non-collocated and un-calibrated capture devices. Akin to methods using Helmholtz reciprocity (e.g., Dual Photography [18] ), we exploit the duality of cameras and projectors. However, unlike Dual Photography we obtain both geometric and photometric data from each of multiple perspective viewpoints and perform a 3D reconstruction. Further, instead of the standard approach of using a projector to link multiple camera views, our approach uses the cameras to link multiple projector views. This subtle difference enables us to use the same hardware setup for both photometric and geometric measurements, to obtain data from multiple viewpoints, and to perform a global photogeometric optimization that prevents needing to align multiple reconstructions.
Moreover, our framework reduces the number of structured-light patterns and thus decreases image capture time. The reduction comes at the expense of a coarser initial reconstruction; however, our photogeometric process robustly improves the reconstruction so as to be similar to or better than when all patterns are used.
The end result is accurate, robust, and flexible reconstruction of detailed objects. The overall capture and reconstruction process is simple to use, automatic, and completes in as little as 15 seconds. We report and analyze our approach on a variety of example reconstructed objects spanning from approximately 50k to 300k points. Our main contributions include:
• a self-calibrating structured-light method for robustly capturing photogeometric data per pixel using uncalibrated hardware, without requiring beam splitters or co-location, • a photogeometric optimization for obtaining a single multi-viewpoint model complying to both photometric and geometric measurements, without having to align various reconstructions, and • a complete and automatic framework for the acquisition of highly-detailed 3D objects obtaining accurate photometric and geometric data.
Related Work
Our approach builds upon previous efforts in structured-light acquisition, photometric stereo, and their combination. In particular, as opposed to conventional calibrated structured-light (e.g., [15] [16] [23] ) and uncalibrated structured-light (e.g., [5] ) approaches, our method also acquires and optimizes high-surface-detail photometric information which serves the double purpose of robustly initializing the self-calibration process and of significantly improving the accuracy of 3D modeling. Self-calibration methods typically rely on features and on either assumed scene or geometry constraints to estimate camera parameters [7] [10]. While convergence is sometimes feasible, it is difficult and sometimes not possible [19] . It is our aim to use the initial viewing parameters estimated via a photometric method to help initialize self-calibration of a structured-light system.
In contrast with photometric stereo and shape-fromshading, our structured-light approach actively generates robust features and is able to overcome the typical lowfrequency deformation of the geometry. In particular, we surmount the ambiguity of the generalized bas-relief transformation [2] and, thus, obtain the 3D model up to a global scale factor. To improve upon the linear ambiguity, some previous methods rely on tracking passive features from image-to-image and simultaneously performing a structure-from-motion refinement [8] [22] . While this may help to reduce global shape deformations, it relies on fragile feature correspondence and cannot produce densely-sampled geometric data points.
Helmholtz reciprocity has been exploited for novel image generation and for surface reconstruction. For instance, Dual Photography [18] demonstrated how the view from a light source (e.g., projector) can be obtained by simply inverting the light transport matrix from projector to camera; however, no scene geometry is obtained. In [3] , they use a setup similar to Dual Photography and use optical flow for subsets of the scene to perform relighting from interpolated positions but no geometry is extracted. Helmholtz stereopsis [24] physically swaps a light source and camera so as to enable their co-location and to reconstruct an object without having to make assumptions about its bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF). While the initial Helmholtz stereopsis method required pre-calibration it has been extended to an uncalibrated approach requiring known epipolar geometry [25] and to an uncalibrated approach using reciprocal image features [26] . Both still require co-location of the camera and light source and the latter method also depends on the presence of either 'texture' features or 'specularity' features.
While some previous approaches have acquired photogeometric from a single viewpoint using two precalibrated acquisition setups [12] [14] , we improve such systems in several ways. Our method is both self- calibrating and multi-viewpoint, hence making the setup significantly more flexible, practical, and able to obtain more complete 3D models. In addition, we use the exact same equipment for both geometric and photometric data acquisition. This does require us to first estimate a solution to the photometric model. Then, after selfcalibration, we change the photometric model to a more truthful point light model and recompute surface normals. The single capture system and coordinate framework also has the benefit of removing the rotational alignment (as in [12] ) or positional-and-rotational alignment (as in [14] ) needed between photometric and geometric samples.
Photogeometric Structured Light
Our photogeometric structured light approach reconstructs an object observed and illuminated from multiple locations. First, an initialization phase calculates approximate projector poses (using a photometricallybased formulation) and a set of point correspondences between projectors views (using binary structured-light patterns). The user can choose between using a faster and more approximate initialization with coarse initial geometry information or using a slower and more accurate initialization with denser initial geometry information. Second, the projectors, now acting as virtual cameras, are used in a self-calibrating method to estimate a multi-view surface model of the object. Third, the multi-view surface geometry is optionally up-sampled by warping to it a denser surface obtained from the integration of the photometrically-computed normals. Fourth, the 3D model is optimized so as to best match both the photometric and the geometric observations. Since the location of the lights is now known, they are more accurately treated as pointlights and are used to update the photometricallycomputed normals. Acquisition calibrates the projector (its focal-length and external parameters) and estimates the geometry and surface normals of the object. If desired, the cameras' internal and external parameters can be computed. In the following, we describe image capture and steps 1-3. We explain step 4 in the following section.
Image Capture
Our capturing method consists of sequentially placing one projector at n unknown locations around the object and acquiring images of the object from m different cameras at fixed (but unknown) locations. Our method projects P pairs of binary patterns. To prevent determining surface albedos, we project the patterns and their inverses. Our patterns permit robustly corresponding about (2 P -1) 2 surface points between a camera and a projector. To yield fewer points and faster processing, we use small P values (e.g., 5). To avoid deciding which cameras to use for a projector location, we capture images from all cameras.
A multi-viewpoint modeling approach observes a 3D object from various viewpoints using several cameras or one camera sequentially placed at multiple locations. However, our method requires the observer to be either a passive camera or an active light. Thus, we use a simple consequence of Helmholtz reciprocity and exploit the perpixel correspondence data of a structured-light setup to enable the projector to be either a virtual camera or a point-light source. Figure 2a illustrates the setup. In particular, a projector is sequentially moved to locations P 0 -P 3 . At each location, it illuminates the object with binary stripe patterns and their inverses. Cameras C 0 and C 1 are statically positioned and capture images of the patterns projected onto the objects. The poses and focal lengths of the cameras and projector are unknown.
Photometry: Initialization
Using the captured images, we initialize the viewing direction of the projectors and compute a per-pixel correspondence between them. By considering the projector to be a directional light, we use uncalibrated photometric stereo to recover estimates of the lighting directions l j . Then, by considering the projector to be virtual camera V j and using the structured-light patterns observed by the actual cameras, we generate a correspondence between the multiple projector-views.
3.2.1
Photometric Processing Uncalibrated Lambertian photometric processing enables recovering estimates of the surface normals i s and the surface lighting l j directions using a linear least squares optimization. In particular, it solves NL T =C where N is an unknown p x 3 matrix of p outward-facing surface normals, L is an unknown n x 3 matrix of n light directions pointing towards the light, and C is a p x n matrix of the pixel intensities observed by a camera. The solution is known up to a linear ambiguity, which includes a global rotation. Nevertheless, our approach uses each estimated lighting direction as the viewing direction of the corresponding projector. Thus, future geometry estimates will implicitly be in the same space as the normal field. It is worth noting that although we use diffuse photometric processing, our method is not limited to Lambertian surfaces. The photometric method initializes the lighting directions, which will be snapped to the correct solution by the subsequent geometric self-calibration. Therefore, accuracy of the initial estimation is not key as long as it is not too far off. Our method can handle non-Lambertian surfaces with a sufficient diffuse component.
Figures 2b-c show typical results from photometric stereo processing. Figure 2b contains a photograph of a diffuse object illuminated by a projector with the first (allwhite) pattern of the structured-light sequence. Figure 2c uses the estimated normals to show the pixel luminance values using a differently-oriented synthetic light. Each pixel p i has both a color and a normal associated with it.
Virtually Exchanging Projectors and Cameras
The structured-light patterns have generated a correspondence between the n projector locations and m cameras. Similar to Dual Photography [18] , we can invert a projector-to-camera light transport matrix to obtain a view from the projector. However, in order to convert the projectors into virtual cameras, we need to correspond as many pixels as possible between all projectors (and cameras). Thus, our method is to re-sample and use the camera-to-projector correspondence data for producing dense projector-to-projector correspondence data.
Our algorithm obtains a near-regular grid of object points corresponded amongst as many projectors (and cameras) as possible. After capture, each camera has observed all projector patterns and has a set of point correspondences with the projectors. Camera C i (i∈ [1. .m]) and projector P j (j∈ [1. .n]) each create a triangulation of the points they have in common with each other. Camera C i then computes the barycentric coordinates for a regular grid of points and uses the barycentric coordinates to obtain corresponding points on projector P j . The newly created points on projector P j are then projected onto all other cameras provided the projector triangle is visible in the other camera. This process is repeated for all other cameras. The result is a large set of points which at most are visible in all projectors and all cameras and at the least equals the correspondence between one camera and one projector. For example, point p i in Figures 2b and 2c is corresponded with the projector views in Figures 2d and  2e . Point too close to others in all images are eliminated and the final outcome is a near-regular distribution of points corresponded between projectors (and cameras).
Geometry: Surface Estimation
Our method uses the previously estimated n projector viewing directions and correspondence data to perform a self-calibration and geometric reconstruction. Given at least n ≥ 2 projector views, geometric processing seeks to estimate projector parameters and the 3D location of points on the observed object so as to minimize the reprojection error expressed by the following well-known nonlinear system of equations and (u ij , v ij ) are the known projections of object point i onto projector V j , p i are the unknown world coordinates, and R j , T j , and F j are the unknown projector 3x3 rotation matrices, 3D translation vectors, and 3x3 perspective projection matrices, respectively.
In an initial phase, a sparse and uniformly-distributed subset of object points corresponded across all projectors (or across a large subset of them) are used to optimize the distance from each projector to the object's center and a global projector focal length. To obtain the initial values for the object points p i , our approach integrates the perpixel normals obtained during photometric processing using the method of [4] . The photometrically-calculated virtual viewing directions l j and an assumed up-vector of w=[0 1 0] T are then used to create an oriented orthogonal coordinate system for each projector, represented by a matrix M j (i.e., its columns correspond to the unit vectors l j × w, (l j × w) × l j , and -l j ). The free parameters are the distances z j from the origin to each projector j along the l j vector and a single global focal length f used by all projectors. To bring the re-projection of the object points into rough alignment with the observed projections, we optimize the following simplified nonlinear system of equations of only n+1 unknowns (f and z j for j∈ [1, n] )
Having already estimated projector orientations, objectprojector distances, and a global focal length, our method 
optimizes for a linear correction to each projector location. In particular, in equation set (1), F j is replaced by a perspective projection matrix using f, T j is replaced by [0 0 z j ] T and R j is replaced by Q j M j . The 3x3 matrix Q j is to be computed via the optimization. For each projector, the equations are simplified to the following linear system of equations in the 8 unknowns of the Q j matrix (i.e., q 33 =1)
The unknowns are solved for using an over-constrained sparse linear least squares formulation. The Q j matrix can be forced to only be a rotation matrix by adding the constraints of keeping its columns mutually orthogonal. However, in practice we found this not to be necessary.
In a final iterative phase, we include all corresponded object points and optimize the projector poses, object points, remove outliers, and repeat until convergence. Since so far we have only operated on a subset of the corresponded object points, we bring the rest of the corresponded object points up to speed by keeping the projector parameters fixed and using a linear least squares optimization to update the 3D coordinates of all object points. Using the estimated initial values, we use sparse nonlinear bundle adjustment to refine both projector pose parameters and object points. Outliers are removed using image-and world-space criteria. This optimization and culling process is repeated until convergence.
Up-sampling Geometric Data
To obtain a more densely sampled geometric surface, our approach warps denser photometrically-computed points to the coarser geometric model. Since we have perpixel correspondences between the photometric and geometric points (i.e., they are both viewed by the same projector), we use a piecewise linear mapping to warp points from the photometric-surface to the geometricsurface. In particular, we first compute a 2D triangulation of all geometrically-calibrated points and then the barycentric coordinates (α i , β i , γ i ) of all photometricallycomputed points within this triangulation. To warp a photometrically-computed point to the geometric surface, we use its barycentric coordinates to compute a displacement using the corresponding displacement vectors of the surrounding triangle. The new geometricsurface point p G i corresponding to photometric surface point p P i , is computed by
where (a G i , b G i , c G i ) are the vertices of the triangle of geometrically-calibrated points surrounding p P i , and (a P i , b P i , c P i ) are the corresponding photometrically-calibrated points. The pixel observation of an up-sampled point in the projector view is estimated by linearly interpolating the pixel observations of the surrounding triangle vertices.
Photogeometric Optimization
Our optimization process alters the object points so as to best match both photometric and geometric measurements. We search for a displacement of the current object point estimates that simultaneously minimizes reprojection error onto the projectors (i.e., geometric error) and reduces the difference between photometrically-computed surface normals and surface normals computed using neighboring object points (i.e., photometric error).
We seek to efficiently optimize a large number of object points. Figure 2f depicts the optimization setup. A 3D point p i is observed by two projectors V 0 and V 1 . Given at least two views, its location is determined by minimizing the pixel reprojection error with the observations q 0i and q 1i by the projector. Figures 2d and 2e show in the projector's (virtual) image plane the location of the point p i . Simultaneously, point p i is observed by the camera in Figure 2b . Given at least three differently illuminated projector views L 0 , L 1 , and L 2 of the object, point p i 's desired surface normal can also be computed (Figure 2c ). Since the projector V j and the point-light L j are one and the same, a system of linear equations can reduce the geometric point error. To improve photometric agreement, we ensure the tangent plane of all object points is perpendicular to the normals i s . The equations are
where ij p = M j p i , u ij and v ij are the projections of p i onto image j, t ik are vectors in the tangent plane of point p i , δ ik is 1 when p k is a neighbor of p i and 0 otherwise, and the unknowns are the 3D coordinates of each p i . Equation (5) represents the geometric term of the optimization and it is easy to compute. Equation (6) requires estimating tangents and that process is described in Section 4.2.
Changing to Point-Light Sources
Prior to optimization, the surface normals computed via the initial photometric processing (Section 3.2.1) are updated to reflect the newly improved projector positions. As opposed to directional lights, we observed improved quality by assuming point lights. A directional light effectively requires the light to be distant relative to the size of the model. However, for structured-light acquisition using a standard projector, the projectors (and cameras) are placed as close as possible to the object in order to maximize point correspondence robustness and density and to improve sampling resolution. Thus, each surface normal i s is recomputed using (L j -p i ) as the light vector, where
T is the world light position. For simplicity, we recomputed the normals for a Lambertian surface. This can be easily replaced with another photometric method. For example, the methods in [6] [11] can be used without any new capture.
Estimating Tangent Vectors
We estimate tangent vectors for our point cloud corresponded over several views using a localreprojection assumption. In general, there are various ways that tangent vectors can be estimated from pointsampled data. For example, Nehab et al. [12] define two methods for estimating positions and normals. For the single view case, an efficient option is to organize points in raster order on the image plane and parameterize them by their uncertainty along the ray through the center-ofprojection. Another option is to assume the points are connected via a tessellated 3D mesh and a normal map is provided externally. This information can be used to estimate tangent vectors. Since no views are available, they endeavor to prevent self-intersections (or "flipping") by restricting points to move along the normals mapped to each point. In contrast, our multi-view observations implicitly provide the control to help keep the points near their correct place. Thus, we do not need to restrict movement to be along the measured normals and are able to accommodate larger adjustments of the surface. Moreover, we use the measured normals to locally reproject the object points and can avoid assuming a tessellated 3D mesh is provided as input.
Our method estimates a set of tangent vectors using the collection of neighbors surrounding each point p i . The photometrically-computed normal s i and the point p i define the desired tangent plane of the object point. We create a local Delaunay Triangulation using the set of neighboring object points (i.e., H i ={p k | k is a neighbor of i}) projected onto the aforementioned tangent plane. Neighboring points outside a radius or too distant from the tangent plane are rejected. Using the points of H i , we define non-normalized tangent vectors as t ik =p i -p k .
Linear Optimization
Equations (5) and (6) can be written as Ax=b and solved as an over-constrained sparse linear least squares problem. There are 3N unknowns corresponding to the coordinates of the N object points. The geometric equations (5) yield 2MN equations for M images and N points. The photometric equations (6) produce additional KN equations and no new unknowns, where K is the average number of neighbors per object point (e.g., typically K≥3). Thus as long as N(2M+K)≥3N, there are at least as many equations as unknowns. Given that there is at least one image and one neighbor, the solution is always over-constrained. Further, the units of equation (5) and (6) do not match, thus we use a user-defined scale to balance the errors of equations (5) to those of equations (6).
Results
We have captured several real-world objects using our approach and prototype implementation (see supplemental video file). Our system is implemented in C/C++, 3.2 GHz CPU, and 2GB memory. The camera used for acquisition is a Point Grey Flea camera capturing 1024x768 @ 30Hz color images. To project patterns, we use a Mitsubishi PK10 projector of 800x600 pixels (thus maximum number of pattern pairs P=9). To initialize self-calibration, we use the manufacturer's specified focal length estimate, a pixel size to obtain a reasonable world-scale, and a guessed camera-to-scene distance (1 meter in all our examples). Table 1 presents a summary of our datasets. The statistics are shown for captures using a full-set of structured-light patterns. Self-calibration time ranges from an average of 15 seconds for a fast and coarse set of points (i.e., number of patterns P=5) to an average of 27 minutes when using all points (i.e., P=9). The up-sampling process only takes a few seconds. Photogeometric optimization averages 32 minutes (dominated by a naïve method to estimate geometric normals --simple caching and tuning can vastly improve this) and reduces its error term by almost 100x (the numerical value is not reported because it does not have an intuitive physical interpretation). Our multi-view acquisition enables us to reconstruct object points that are at least in a user-selectable minimum number of images. Increasing the minimum-image threshold increases accuracy and robustness but usually decreases density of point samples. Figure 3 shows Beethoven and the subset of points visible from three of the (virtual) viewpoints --the entire reconstruction is shown in Figure 1 . From the initial set of all corresponded object points, at a minimum a point must be in two views so that it may be geometrically reconstructed. Figure 4 shows the reconstruction errors at various stages of our pipeline and for various numbers of structured-light patterns. Figure 4a uses the Bear model to compare our method to the reconstruction error obtained by directly using bundle adjustment (BA) with the initial estimates provided via photometric processing. Our reconstruction is up to an order of magnitude more accurate (8.57:1 on average), even when many correspondences are available. The original per-pixel reconstruction error of the photometrically-computed surface is 15% and 14% for Bear and Beethoven, respectively. Figures 4b-c each show the error after using our surface estimation method (Section 3.3) and after using photogeometric optimization (Section 4). The reconstruction error is always noticeably smaller than using BA directly. Moreover, even when using fewer patterns, and thus coarse geometry, photogeometric optimization can consistently further improve the result. Reconstruction error is indicated as the difference, in percent of the model diagonal, of the indicated method to our highest quality solution (i.e. every pixel is used in the self-calibration and in the photogeometric optimization). Figure 5 contains images after photometric reconstruction, self-calibration, up-sampling, and photogeometric optimization. Noise in geometry-only approximation is clear (Fig. 5a /c/h/j). After optimization, surfaces are better represented as observed using synthetic shading ( Fig. 5b/d/i) . Even when used for texturemapping the improvement is large (Fig. 5e/k) .
Regarding limitations, our current approach is restricted to capturing at most a hemisphere of the object. This is because for our current formulation for Lambertian surfaces there must be points that are visible in all views so as to produce a coherent global solution for the lights.
Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented our self-calibrating and multiviewpoint 3D acquisition method, based on structuredlight, which simultaneously obtains mutually registered surface position and normal data and produces a single high-quality model. Unlike previous methods, our automated processing is able to switch between a geometric setup and a photometric setup at will, using the same hardware and the same effective viewpoint. Selfcalibration makes capturing easier since the devices do not have to be carefully and permanently located. Being multi-viewpoint enables more robustness and object coverage. We have also shown our results using several real-world objects and rendered them using either synthetic illumination or texture-mapping.
We are interested in several avenues of future work. First, we would like to incorporate more sophisticated photometric techniques that, for instance, handle specularities. Second, we would like to capture more than a hemisphere of the object by partitioning the viewing space into overlapping regions. Third, we believe significant more research will occur in photogeometric approaches. The resolution increase of digital cameras makes an approach such as ours very appealing.
